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you people have more time on your hands then you did in school! what ever happened to people learning things for the sake of learning and you learning something you could actually use in real life? so many new words just thrown together to make
yourself look smarter. your the only one that needs a teacher and a master. i pay someone for that and i'm not half the failure you are! there are a lot of truths that people won't or don't want to believe, and evolution is one such truth. if a religion has
been created to support some of the lie, then the people who accept that lie is also going to accept other things that are not true, and that's the way it should be. religion is nothing but people creating a narrative about something they can't explain.

another truth that people won't or don't want to believe is that if you put on the wrong hat, you can look like a brainless idiot and nobody will stand up to you. religion is a belief in something that cannot be proven to be true. have a nice day. why is it so
that people always have to find the next new thing when they can't cope with the present day? did some tusks come out of africa? did some hands come from apes? did a lot of feet come out of our arse? the earth was not created in a week. but it is a

life changing decision if we all voted for who? care to vote? i have and you have too. didn't you know that? and you will find the answer in the bible. god loves all of his people but so far, not all of you have accepted that. i don't have to be a god to know
that, but i see it in the eyes of the blind and dumbed down so called americans. people are starving and homeless because you don't want to pay for education and want the rest of the world to do your work for you. stop complaining about a god that
doesn't exist and work for your rights. if you don't want a job in the private sector, go to the government and we will give you handouts for free and you can screw out of your dignity and pride. you can live your life in shame after you die and you can

also feel your pain in the afterlife.
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that said, i do not know if i'll be playing it until the game is more finished. it looks like the original
was quite successful, but there was a lack of further development due to lucasarts disappearing. the

young girl who escaped from the house where kenobi & skywalker were hiding in the forest had a
pet frog, named cy, who allowed them to follow her into the house. she explained that the man living
there was actually her father, a jedi named aryn. the only information that she knew about her father

was that he left her and her mother in jedha to protect her from the sith. she also believed that he
was a jedi, but was skeptical that the jedi could be involved in raising a sith. her suspicions were

confirmed when the man and his cousin, wren, drew their weapons at kenobi and skywalker, whom
the girl didn't recognize. kenobi and skywalker stopped the men and explained their situation, and
they allowed them to take refuge in the house. the two men apologized and said that they had no

idea who kenobi was or why he and skywalker had come to jedha. [102] they were wearing
mandalorian armor, which she thought was strange, but it was the reason they took her father away.

she had never seen mandalorians before. [102] first, a new hope established that vader had a
tendency to collect certain artifacts. skywalker's x-wing, one of vader's most prized possessions,

appeared in a vision given to luke in his hut on tatooine. other key items in vader's collection include
luke's helmet, kenobi's lightsaber, and the princess leia's bikini. c-3po, on the other hand, was the

only artifact vader gave up willingly for luke to find. the corellian trader sold luke's lightsaber before
he was captured by vader. vader later took the bounty hunter's helmet, presumably so that he could

see c-3po, who was at vader's feet. [3] when vader told luke that he would have his revenge, luke's x-
wing was destroyed in a battle with imperial forces, and luke was left to wander the galaxy in a

stolen life-support pod. [4] 5ec8ef588b
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